Do you dare to jump?

Safety for the entire family

www.x1escape.com
Fold-out fire escape ladders
- Do something before there’s an emergency
- Safety is knowing
- Reasonable life insurance
- It can be your responsibility that everyone gets
out
- A home is not complete without a safe exit
route
- Protect the people you love
- We save lives
- Sleeping in a house without an escape ladder
is like driving a car without a seat belt
- Fire escape ladders are our profession and
passion
- Quality makes the difference

Feel safe
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It is important that the ladder can
hold a lot of weight. But it is equally
important that the ladder feels safe.
E s p e c i a l l y i n a n e m e r g e n c y.
Technically, the ladder could have
been thinner and more moderately
priced, but that would lower the
sense of safety you feel when you
are using the ladder. For a lot of
people, this feeling of safety is
essential in order to even dare using
the ladder.

Remove the release pin.
The pin makes the ladder
burglarproof.

X1 Escape Ladders
Our escape ladders are designed to be
used on houses, apartment buildings,
town houses and high-rises. The ladders
are permanently fixed to the wall and has
an attractive and unobtrusive design.
- The ladder is almost completely invisible on the wall
- Maintenance free with a lifetime guarantee
- It can hold more people than it fits
- Burglarproof with a locking pin that only
can be accessed from the window
- Comes in different lenghts that can be combined
to fit any building

Open the ladder
and it is ready for
use.

Stability is key:
Tall buildings require
long ladders that can
hold multiple people
at once. Our ladders
a r e s p e c i fi c a l l y
designed to do just
that. No matter where
people are standing,
the ladder will hold.

The ladder is
constructed to hold
more people than it fits.

T h e l a d d e r c a n b e opened
from any story/ floor

Time is of the essence
Sparks can develop info full flames in a
matter of just a few moments. As firefighters
we know that every second counts when
we’re trying to save lives. Some time will
always pass from when we get notified and
until we reach the scene. That’s why we
recommend installing escape ladders. They
offer a safe escape route and definitely save
lives.
Tormod Rauan
Firefighter - Larvik, Norway
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Our ladders are designed and tested to
meet the requirements of NS-INSTA
(Norwegian and Scandinavian standard)
and EN 131 (European standard)
All X1 Escape ladders are designed in
cooperation with engineering company JHS,
using advanced calculations and a complete
FEM analysis (Finite Element Method).

A home is
not
complete
without a
safe exit
route

Complete documentations are available
upon request. Every ladder is also tested
and demonstrated when we do the installation
for you.

Shims
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Step-out platform

All ladders get tested in our factory
during the production process. Passing a
quality insurance test is required for every
ladder we sell, ship and install .

Distance spacers - aluminium
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Attachment screws

X1 Escape
Niels Juels gate 3
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Splicing units

Distance spacer - wood
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Stepless
extension
brackets

